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ABSTRACT

This paper describes how a telephone-based
application can perform a variety of tasks in a
completely hands-free mode. The overall
architecture of the speech component is multi-
modal in that each mode is tailored to a specific
need of the interface. The various modes are
described as well as the underlying core
technology. To illustrate the effectiveness of the
implementation, we present experimental results in
American English, UK English and French on a
variety of benchmarks, including live data
collected during actual use of the system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wildfire is a mass-consumer, telephone-based ap-
plication commonly referred to as an electronic as-
sistant. It integrates such services as voicemail,
call waiting, name and digits dialing in a com-
pletely hands-free mode using speech recognition.
In a typical scenario, the subscriber can call out the
name of the assistant while driving in a car, play
back messages, place a call to a particular phone-
number or a contact from his/her address-book,
and also receive calls while in session. To support
this complex application, a software only ASR
solution was developed internally at Wildfire with
the following primary requirements:
À Efficient implementation to maximize the

number of concurrent channels handled by a
single processor

À High accuracy and robustness for dealing with
a wide range of telephone environments
(landline and cellular) and user profile

À Support for a variety of User Interface (UI)
needs

À Support for multiple languages
No single generic solution could meet all these
requirements at an acceptable level, so a multi-
modal approach was developed. Each mode
performs a different set of functions, and can be
optimized to best utilize the computing resources
available, while providing the best possible

accuracy. In this paper, we describe the underlying
core technology used across the system. This
technology combines state-of-the-art techniques to
produce an efficient acoustical representation. We
then present the multi-modal architecture of the
ASR component by describing each one of the
modes used and some of the implementation
decisions made. The same overall architecture is
used in the four languages in which Wildfire has
been localized, and we discuss some of the issues
that needed to be addressed. Finally, we present
speech recognition results in several of the
languages, on laboratory data as well as data
collected during live usage of the system. Wildfire
is currently deployed in the US by Pacific Bell
Wireless and roll-outs are underway in the UK and
France.

2. CORE TECHNOLOGY
We present in this section the underlying ASR
core technology used across the system. State-of-
the-art techniques were combined to produce an
efficient and compact acoustical representation.
The acoustical modeling relies heavily on
discriminant training to provide high accuracy and
robustness.
2.1 Front-end
The spectral features are cepstral parameters
derived from an FFT filter bank and optimized for
land-line and cellular telephone channels. A high-
pass filter is then applied to the cepstral parameters
to remove any long-term bias. A single frame
combines these raw parameters, their first and
second derivatives, three log energy values and an
FFT-based voicing parameter to form a super-
frame. A total of three consecutive super-frames
are then concatenated and reduced to a feature
vector of 24 parameters using a task specific
transform. This transform, derived from standard
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) techniques
[1] provides the added benefit of normalizing the
variance of the features.
2.2 Training process
Words and commands are represented in terms of
phonetic and whole-word units, and modeled using
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standard 3-state HMMs with unit variance
Gaussian mixtures. These mixtures are trained in
two stages, where a Maximum Likelihood stage is
followed by a Minimum Classification Error
(MCE) stage [2]. During this MCE stage, both the
means and LDA transform can be adjusted to
minimize the classification errors. This stage,
while computationally expensive, results in large
gains - typically over 20% reduction in error rate.
2.3 Confidence and Rejection
The ability to assess as accurately as possible the
quality of a recognized answer is crucial in the
context of an application for users whose
familiarity with the product can vary dramatically.
Rejection is achieved by combining a task specific
filler model with a confidence score generated
from several recognition-based features. These
features include the acoustic score of the answer,
the score for the silence model, as well as the
difference of scores between the top answer and
the next one in the N-best list. The problem is
treated as a two-class classification problem and
the input features are converted to a single value
with an LDA-trained linear transform.
3. MULTI-MODAL IMPLEMENTATION
The layout for the speech interface architecture
consists of a series of modules, each of which is
tailored to a specific UI need, both in terms of
functionality and efficient implementation, while
sharing a common underlying acoustical
representation. The four main operating modes that
are currently supported are:
À “discrete” mode
À “continuous” mode
À keyword spotting mode
À personal vocabulary mode
All these modes are exclusive, in that, for a
particular user, only one given mode is active at
any time, and the mode selected depends on the
particular position in the interface. We describe
now in more details each one of these modes.
3.1 “Discrete” mode
This mode refers to the task of recognizing one out
of a limited list of commands. The particular set of
commands depends on the position in the interface
and the particular options allowed. The number of
commands available can range from a few to
several hundreds. This mode is the most frequently
used, and the search is handled by a dedicated
recognition engine that takes full advantage of the
known constraints of the task. This design allows
for running 40 simultaneous recognitions of
medium-sized menus (25 commands) on a single
Pentium II 400 MHz processor.

3.2 “Continuous” mode
The continuous mode is used for entering more
complex entry that can typically be expressed in
terms of a finite-state grammar. Examples of tasks
are the recognition of digit strings or phone-
numbers. Similarly to the discrete mode, the
continuous mode has its own dedicated engine and
a Pentium II 400 MHz processor can typically
handle 15 simultaneous digit string recognitions.
3.5 Spotting mode
The third recognition mode is a keyword spotting
mode. It allows a user to draw the attention of the
assistant with a particular keyword and bring her
in the foreground while on a call with another
party. In this context, it is crucial that both the
false alarm rate and the computational
requirements be kept as low as possible. This is
achieved by a 2-pass approach where only putative
hits, generated by a first pass based on the energy
profile, are rescored by the acoustic model. This
approach allows 350 concurrent spotters to run per
Pentium II 400 MHz processor.
3.3 Personal vocabulary mode
In contrast to the first three modes that are
recognition modes, this fourth mode is a training
mode that allows a user to define a custom item in
a menu. This item is represented as an HMM-
based template generated from the speech
exemplars available for the given entry. This mode
is used in the Wildfire system for name-based
dialing where up to 150 names can be entered. In
combination with these completely speaker-
dependent entries, a small set of default locations
are trained in a speaker-independent mode and
then adapted to the user during usage of the
system.

4. MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT
The overall architecture is completely multilingual
in that the same modes and underlying acoustical
representation described earlier were kept
unchanged as Wildfire was being localized to other
languages. A total of four languages are currently
supported: American English, British English,
French and Italian. As far as the speech component
was concerned, most of the localization effort
focused on the selection of the commands in the
new languages. A slightly more major
modification was introduced for the French
interface where natural pairs (e.g “twenty-four”,
“thirty-seven”) are supported for the dialing of
phone-numbers. Comparative results across the
different languages are presented in the next
Section.



4. RESULTS
We present in this Section the performance
achieved in the main modes on a variety of testing
environments. We first cover the American
English system before including results in British
English and French. It is worth noting that unless it
is specifically mentioned, all results presented in
this section already take into account confidence-
based rejection. By varying the threshold used on
the confidence value, the trade-off between
substitution errors and rejection errors can be
adjusted. In the context of the present application,
the trade-off is systematically made in favor of
rejection errors since substitution errors impact
more negatively the flow through the application,
while rejection errors result in a very specific
audio icon designed to prompt the user to repeat
his command.
4.1 American English version
4.1.1 Discrete mode
The first set of results is for the discrete mode. We
present the results for the two most important
menus used in this mode, the main menu and the
confirmation menu. The main menu is used at the
top level of the application and includes a total of
25 commands, while the confirmation menu
includes two commands in addition to the yes/no
entries. In Table 1, these menus are evaluated on
live data collected over digital cellular channels.
Errors are dominated by rejections, due mostly to
noisy environments involving background speech.
These fairly aggressive rejection rates allow the
out-of-set false alarm rate to be kept under 5% and
10% for the confirmation and the main menu
respectively.

Menu In-set Out-of-set
Rej   Sub  Err FA rate

Main menu 5.2   0.2   5.4 8.0
Yes/no menu 4.3   0.0   4.3 3.9

Table 1: Performance on live data in cellular
environment for the main menu and the confirmation
menu. For the in-set data, the command error rate (Err)
is the total of the rejection rate (Rej) due to low
confidence scores, and the substitution rate (Sub)
between one valid command and another one. For the
out-of-set data, the false alarm rate (FA) refers to the
percentage of out-of-set commands recognized as a
valid command (Benchmark discrete-US, Spring 99.)

4.1.2 Continuous Mode
For the continuous mode, we concentrate on the
recognition of digit strings. We present in Table 2
the performance on two different benchmarks. The
first benchmark uses landline data from the

Macrophone corpus [3]. The second is a corpus
collected using a simulated voice dialing
application over analog cellular channels, both
with a handset and in hands-free mode. For both
benchmarks, we report the word error rate
achieved without any length constraints. The poor
quality of the channel in the second test set results
in roughly a doubling of the word error rate.

Test WrdErr Ins  Del  Sub
Macrophone 1.9 0.6    0.6    0.7

Cellular 3.3 0.2    1.7    1.4
Table 2: Performance for unconstrained-length digit
strings recognition, on landline data (Macrophone Cor-
pus) and on cellular analog data. The word error rate
(WrdErr) is the total of the insertion rate (Ins), the dele-
tion rate (Del), and the substitution rate (Sub) (Bench-
mark Digits-US Spring 99.)

4.1.3 Personal Vocabulary mode
As mentioned earlier, the personal vocabulary
mode is used in the Wildfire application for Voice
Activated Dialing using names. The data used for
this benchmark was collected on our internal
system from a total of nine users, where the total
number of entries for each user varies from 62 to
150, the maximum allowed by the system. Even
though only one single exemplar of the name is
required at enrollment, the total number of training
exemplars is increased during usage of the system
to a maximum of five. This is done by folding into
the training low-confidence exemplars after
confirmation. In Table 3, we present the
performance before and after rejection for an
average number of training tokens. Low
confidence answers which account for around 7%,
are not surprisingly the result of mismatches in
acoustical environments between training and test.

Name Dialing In-set Out-of-set
Task Del   Sub  Err FA rate

before rej. 1.0   1.1   2.1 8.4
after rej. 8.1   0.3   8.4 5.9

Table 3: Name dialing performance before and after
confidence-based rejection, for 9 users with 2-3 tokens
per entry, with length of lists varying from 62 to 150,
average of 105 names (Benchmark VAD Spring 99).

4.1.4 Spotting Mode
As mentioned earlier, the spotting mode is mainly
used to bring the assistant forward during a phone
conversation. For the benchmark used for
evaluating this mode, the keyword is “Wildfire”.
The data was collected from our internal system,
where the out-of-set data consisted of large



segments of phone conversations. On this data, we
achieved a detection rate of 92.3% while the
number of false alarms was limited to 4 for a total
of 30 hours of out-of-set data.

4.2 Other Languages
We present in this Section preliminary results on
the British English and French system. We
concentrate on the two major modes, the discrete
and continuous. The training data used to build our
acoustic models included landline data from the
SpeechDat corpus [4,5] and data collected locally
in the UK and in France on both landline and
cellular GSM channels, over a range of dialects.
4.2.1 Discrete Mode
As for the American English results, we concen-
trate on the main menu and the confirmation menu.
The test data was drawn from data collected during
live usage of the system. In order to evaluate the
impact of the environment during use, utterances
collected in extremely noisy conditions (loud
noise, background speech, etc) are evaluated sepa-
rately. The results are presented in Table 4. The
first observation is that while error is kept under
6% in the general case, the rejection rate is signifi-
cantly higher on the noisy data. The second obser-
vation is that these results are for the most part in-
line with the performance of the American English
system on the same menus.

Menu In-set In-set , noisy OOS
Rej   Sub  Err Rej   Sub  Err FA

UK Main 4.9  1.0   5.8 12.4  2.0 14.4 14.7
UK Yes/no 3.1  0.2   3.3 5.3   1.8   7.1 7.4
FR Main 3.9   0.5   4.4 19.8  1.9  21.7 11.8

FR Yes/no 3.8   0.0   3.8 19.7  0.0  19.7 8.4
Table 4: Performance on live data for the main menu
and confirmation menu, for the British English system
(UK) and the French system (FR). The in-set data was
separated into the noisy category based on the content
of the transcription (UK-FR-discrete, spring 99.)

4.2.2 Continuous Mode
To illustrate the performance of the continuous
mode, we present results on the digit strings
recognition task without length constraints. We
also include results for French on a natural pair
recognition task used to enter phone-numbers. The
results presented in Table 5 show that for the UK
test, results are significantly worse than in the
American English system. The main explanation is
that the dialect diversity is large which directly
affects the difficulty of the test. While the error
rate achieved on the French single digit task is in

line with the other languages, the error rate on the
natural pairs is higher, which reflects the increased
complexity of the task. These results can be
improved by incorporating more specific
constraints for the particular tasks.

Task WrdErr Ins  Del  Sub
UK digits 5.4 0.4   1.6   3.3
FR digits 3.3 0.8   1.0   1.5

FR Natural Pairs 8.1 0.7    0.6   6.8
Table 5: Performance for digit strings and natural pair
recognition on British English data (UK) and French
data (FR), on a combination of landline and a cellular
data. For the natural pairs, the word unit consists of a
pair (Benchmark continuous-UK-FR, spring 99.)

5. CONCLUSION

We presented in this paper the underlying archi-
tecture used in a telephone-based application with
a unified speech-recognition-based interface. The
application is successfully implemented in a multi-
modal way in which each mode addresses a spe-
cific need of the User Interface while allowing op-
timal use of the processing power available. This
architecture can easily be expanded to accommo-
date new modes in the system. We presented re-
sults of the main modes in various languages.
While these modes are effective in a wide range of
environment, it should be pointed out that robust-
ness in very noisy conditions could still be im-
proved.
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